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Pregnancy is a time period from conception to a birth in which the egg is implanted in the uterus which develops into placenta and embryo and later into fetus. The life of fetus and physiological changes depends upon the transition from intrauterine life to extra uterine life which occurs after the birth. Placenta plays an important role in between the mother and fetus and enables respiratory gas exchange, transports nutrients, eliminates fetal waste products, and secretes peptide and steroid hormones. Amniotic fluid surrounds the unborn baby in womb and acts as a cushion to protect fetus from injury and push fluid out of lungs. After birth the fluid isn't completely expelled out from the lungs due to which lungs unable work properly further leading to lack of oxygen in new-born. Due to inability to combat with vascular resistance and maintained respiratory exchange new-born resuscitation is required. About 10% of new-born requires resuscitation at birth to breath and less than 1% will require extensive resuscitation. Since, the health care providers play an important role in implementing the steps of neonatal resuscitation among the babies in a serious need to be resuscitated, the aim of the study is to assess the effectiveness of hands on training on the knowledge and practice regarding neonatal resuscitation program among the Health care providers in the selected institute rendering Bachelor's educational facilities. The major objectives of the pre-experimental study was to assess the level of knowledge ,mean pre-test and post-test knowledge and practice scores before and after hands on training and to find out the association of selected demographic variables with knowledge and practice scores on Neonatal resuscitation program among the health care providers. The study findings revealed that the mean post-test knowledge and practice scores were relatively higher than the mean pre-test knowledge and practice scores. Thus, the hands on training session of knowledge and practice on Neonatal resuscitation program was proved to be effective in improving overall knowledge and practice among the Health care providers.
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